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ABSTRACT  
 
This paper discusses sustainability and its application from the 
business perspective, with a particular focus on Volkswagen, a leading 
automaker in the world.  Given its long history of aligning itself to the 
sustainability agenda by portraying itself as a sustainable automaker 
and revelations to the contrary following the 2015 carbon emissions 
scandal, it makes VW an ideal choice for this study whose broad focus 
is sustainability in the business world.  In this respect, this study looks 
at sustainability from the holistic perspective of sustainable business 
management (taking into account corporate social and environmental 
social obligations besides the traditional economic sustainability 
inclined to revenue and profit generation) and value orientation in VW 
prior to the 2015 carbon emissions scandal to understand the depth of 
the automaker’s green agenda.  Therefore, the objective of this study is 
to analyse sustainability and value orientation in Volkswagen prior to 
the 2015 carbon emissions scandal to understand the depth of the 
automaker’s green agenda.   
From the literature review, it is evident that VW’s sustainability or 
green agenda prior to the 2015 carbon emissions scandal was not as 
deep as portrayed by the automaker. As demonstrated in the Black 
Sapote Strategy analogy devised by the author, VW intentionally 
advanced a brown agenda (the use of Brown Agenda should be 
understood as activities that counter the green agenda and have a 
negative impact on the environment) which it coated with a thin green 
layer characterised by deceptive commitments to the sustainability 
agenda, including self-proclamation as a global environmental leader.  
These actions by VW violated the principles of sustainability, given that 
they were focused on destroying social and environmental value which 
do not only undermine the ability of corporations like VW to generate 
future products and profits but also the future generations’ ability to 
meet their needs.  From the literature review and the analysis thereof, 
it is evident that the value orientation of Volkswagen prior to the 2015 
carbon emissions scandal was hinged on stakeholder’s theory, a radical 
one for that matter, whose interest was to generate revenue and profits 
for its stakeholders “at all costs”.   
 
Questo articolo discute la sostenibilità e la sua applicazione dal punto 
di vista aziendale, con un focus particolare su Volkswagen, una delle 
principali case automobilistiche a livello mondiale. Considerata la sua 
lunga storia di allineamento all’agenda della sostenibilità 
presentandosi come una casa automobilistica sostenibile VW e le 
rivelazioni contrarie seguite allo scandalo sulle emissioni di carbonio 
del 2015, ciò rende VW la scelta ideale per questo studio il cui obiettivo 
generale è la sostenibilità nel mondo degli affari. A questo proposito, 
questo studio esamina la sostenibilità dalla prospettiva olistica della 
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gestione aziendale sostenibile (tenendo conto degli obblighi sociali aziendali e ambientali oltre alla 
tradizionale sostenibilità economica incline alla generazione di ricavi e profitti) e dell’orientamento al valore 
in VW prima delle emissioni di carbonio del 2015. scandalo per comprendere la profondità dell’agenda verde 
della casa automobilistica. Pertanto, l’obiettivo di questo studio è analizzare la sostenibilità e l’orientamento 
al valore in Volkswagen prima dello scandalo delle emissioni di carbonio del 2015 per comprendere la 
profondità dell’agenda verde della casa automobilistica. Dall’analisi della letteratura, è evidente che la 
sostenibilità o l’agenda verde di VW prima dello scandalo delle emissioni di carbonio del 2015 non era così 
profonda come descritta dalla casa automobilistica. Come dimostrato nell’analogia della Black Sapote Strategy 
ideata dall’autore, VW ha intenzionalmente promosso un’agenda marrone (l’uso della Brown Agenda 
dovrebbe essere intesa come attività che contrastano l’agenda verde e hanno un impatto negativo 
sull’ambiente) che ha rivestito con una sottile Lo strato verde ha caratterizzato gli impegni ingannevoli verso 
l’agenda della sostenibilità, inclusa l’autoproclamazione come leader ambientale globale. Queste azioni di VW 
hanno violato i principi di sostenibilità poiché erano mirate a distruggere il valore sociale e ambientale che 
non solo minano la capacità di aziende come VW di generare prodotti e profitti futuri, ma anche la capacità 
delle generazioni future di soddisfare i propri bisogni. Dalla revisione della letteratura e dalla sua analisi, è 
evidente che l’orientamento valoriale di Volkswagen prima dello scandalo delle emissioni di carbonio del 2015 
era imperniato sulla teoria degli stakeholder, radicale del resto, il cui interesse era generare entrate e profitti 
per i propri stakeholder “a tutti i costi”. 
 
 

Keywords: Sustainability, Green Agenda, Brown Agenda, Value Orientation, VW, Emissions Scandal, 
Shareholder theory, Stakeholder theory. 
 

1 – Introduction 

1.1 – Theoretical background 

Sustainability is a three-faceted conceptual perspective of development that takes into account 
economic, social, and environmental needs. The fundamental definition of sustainability is 
drawn from the World Commission on Environment and Development’s 1987 “Our Common 
Future” report also referred to as the Brundtland report (DesRoches, 2023; United Nations, 1987; 
Wilkinson, Hill, & Gollan, 2001; Danciu, 2013). The latter is a specific reference to the 
Commission’s chairperson, Gro Harlem Brundtland (United Nations, 1987).  In line with the 
Brundtland report, sustainability is defined as the ability to meet the present needs without 
compromising future generations’ ability to meet their own needs (DesRoches, 2023; Moldan, 
Janoušková, & Hák, 2012; Wilkinson, Hill, & Gollan, 2001; Danciu, 2013; Giovannoni, & Fabietti, 
2013; Bansal, & DesJardine, 2014).  From the business perspective, sustainability refers to doing 
business without negatively impacting the environment, community, or society as a whole 
(Spiliakos, 2018).  However, as suggested by Haugh and Talwar (2010), on account that 
corporations or firms are traditionally established to generate revenue and profit, at least from 
the shareholder theory viewpoint, more than anything else, economic sustainability is 
fundamental to corporate financial success as a corporate entity cannot survive if expenditure 
exceeds income.  The shareholder theory perspective of sustainability which was coined by 
Milton Friedman in the 1970s continues to be challenged by more inclusive theories such as the 
stakeholder theory coined by Edward Freeman in the 1980s (Freeman & McVea, 2005), the triple 
bottom line (TBL) coined by John Elkington in the late 1990s (Elkington, 2013) and the “Grow 
the Pie” Concept by Edmans (2021) which all suggest the need for corporations to meet the 
interests of all stakeholders beyond the shareholders’ interests.   Although the theories/concepts 
bring to the business sustainability discourse the aspects of social sustainability and 
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environmental sustainability, these aspects of sustainability from the business perspective are 
more pronounced in the TBL by John Elkington as they are addressed in a more integrated way 
from the business viewpoint through the 3P formulation, ‘people, planet and profits (Elkington 
(2013).  The TBL concept strikes a balance between the traditional economic sustainability side 
of a corporation and the need to address the interests of the people and planet beyond profit, by 
integrating social sustainability and environmental sustainability. Social sustainability 
embodies the humanitarian context of business which challenges corporations to address the 
needs of people, and society/community in which corporations operate. Whereas the latter takes 
into account the impact of business on the environment and the planet in general. Therefore, it 
is the responsibility of businesses beyond generating profits to ensure that there are mechanisms 
in place to reduce the negative impact of their actions on the environment by using natural 
resources in a way that they last longer and to control the waste with the ultimate goal of 
preserving the environmental system which includes the life support system so not 
compromising the ability of the generations to meet their needs (Danciu, 2013).  

The past three decades have witnessed a gradual transition of sustainability in the business 
world from the traditional economic sustainability to a more inclusive perspective of business 
sustainability which takes into account aspects of social and environmental sustainability. This 
paradigm shift is reflected by the increase in the application of the sustainability concept from 
the NGOs world to the business world, especially following the launch of the Paris Agreement 
in 2015 that calls for collective action toward the global green agenda of attaining net zero by 
2050 (United Nations, 2015).  This paradigm shift could be attributed to what Danciu (2013) cites 
as increase in the awareness of sustainability in business world. Over the years Volkswagen has 
portrayed a sense of awareness of sustainability given its efforts to integrate sustainability into 
its business operations. Volkswagen started aligning itself with the sustainability agenda way 
before the Paris Agreement. For instance, prior to the 2015 carbon emissions scandal, which is 
the period this study is focused on, VW positioned itself not only as a global economic leader 
but also as a global environmental leader by committing to being a sustainable automaker and 
eco-friendly company (Blackwelder, Coleman, Colunga-Santoyo, Harrison, & Wozniak, 2016; 
Sawayda, Reddick, & Yarbrough, 2022).  The two historical perspectives of VW, one 
characterised by the automaker portraying itself as a global environmental leader in the auto 
industry and the revelation of the dark side in the form of the carbon emission scandal attract 
research interest to appreciate the polarised and conflicting situation VW found itself from the 
sustainability and organisation value orientation perspectives. In this respect, the objective of 
this study is to analyse sustainability and value orientation in Volkswagen prior to the 2015 
carbon emissions scandal to understand the depth of the automaker’s green agenda.  

2 – Research Design and Methodology 
The study solely focused on Volkswagen to understand the depth of the automaker’s green 
agenda prior to the 2015 carbon emissions scandal.  In this respect, a qualitative case study 
research design that falls under the broader auspices of the interpretivist/constructivist research 
paradigm was adopted to meet the study objective.  Literature on the subject under study was 
reviewed and complemented by content analysis.  The choice of this methodology was based 
on its suitability for analysing both printed and electronic material and textual content in 
general.  The researcher has previous experience using this method in other qualitative studies. 
For instance, in a literature review study on “Where Does the Value of a Corporation Lie?” the 
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researcher analysed content of searched publications on the subject matter to discuss theories 
surrounding business management and the perceptions of the proponents and opponents of the 
theories on the existence and purpose of corporations, to understand where corporations place 
their value (Chuma & Qutieshat, 2023).  The Boolean logic (AND, OR, and NOT) and truncation 
were employed to particularly focus the literature source search on the study topic and the key 
theories underpinning the study.  For example, the literature research focused on identifying 
publications on sustainability, VW, and the emissions scandal. In this case, the literature search 
strategy was sensitive to keywords to enable identifying literature more relevant to the study 
topic.  Using Boolean logic, the following literature search combinations were used: VW AND 
Emission Scandal; “Sustainability”; Sustainability OR Sustainable Development; “Shareholder 
theory”; “Stakeholder theory”, among others.  This approach served as a criterion for including 
and excluding literature in the study.  Guided by the purpose of the study, the researcher 
perused over 100 publications and settled on 37 publications that were more relevant to the 
study topic as the source of literature for this study.   

3 – Historical Perspective Background of VW 
VW as a corporate entity was founded in 1937 in Berlin under the name of Gesellschaft zur 
Vorbereitung des Deutschen Volkswagens mbH (Company for the Preparation of the German 
Volkswagen Ltd.) which later in 1938 was renamed Volkswagenwerk GmbH (Grieger, 
Gutzmann, & Schlinkert, 2008).  As reflected in its name, a German compound term made up of 
volks and wagen meaning people and car respectively, from its inception, Volkswagen was 
positioned as the people’s car (Grieger & Gutzmann, 2015).  Over the years, VW has grown from 
strength to strength, becoming not only a leading car manufacturing company in the world but 
also one of the top 10 world’s largest 500 corporations by revenue (Fortune Global 500, 2022).  
While undoubtingly, VW has fulfilled its financial obligations, as evidenced by its rankings on 
the Fortune 500, it carries a dismal record in meeting its environmental obligations, given that 
it has been ranked as a leading contributor to global warming in the automobile industry 
accounting for 582 million tons of CO2 emissions (Stephan, Lee, & Kim, 2019).   

VW’s first incident of carbon emission scandals was in 1973 when it was first fined by the 
United States for employing defeat devices in some of its cars (Goel, 2015).  Regardless of this 
penalty, this act of environmental violation continued over the years and the latest scandal was 
in 2015 when VW was issued with a notice of violation by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) after it was established that the company’s vehicles emitted 40 times above the 
permissible levels of dangerous gases as set by EPA standards (Sawayda, Reddick & Yarbrough, 
2022).  This came to the fore after VW diesel vehicles met carbon emission standards when tested 
in indoor lab environments but failed the same assessment when tested outside of the lab 
environment.  This was a calculated mission by VW considering it outsourced Bosch to 
manufacture an emission detection defeat device to elude excess carbon emission detection by 
environmental regulatory authorities (Aurand et al, 2018).  It is suggested that this illusive 
strategy is a product of the VW executives’ management meeting held in November 2006 to get 
around any federal emissions requirements for diesel vehicles (Welch, 2019). VW’s confession 
of having fitted some of its cars with a carbon emission detection defeat device, suggests that 
the violation of environmental obligations by the automobile company was an intentional act, 
not one made out of ignorance.  
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4 – Sustainability in VW Prior to the Emissions Scandal 
Prior to the 2015 carbon emissions scandal, VW did not only position itself as a sustainable 
automaker, an eco-friendly company (Blackwelder, Coleman, Colunga-Santoyo, Harrison, & 
Wozniak, 2016; Sawayda, Reddick, & Yarbrough, 2022) but it was also perceived so, given the 
automaker’s high sustainability ranking on Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (Majláth & 
Ricordel, 2021) and having been a recipient of several sustainability awards, among them, a 
Green Car of the Year award in 2009 from Green Car Journal (Poier, 2020) and Ethics in Business 
Award from World Forum for Ethics in Business in 2012 for its leadership in Corporate Social 
Responsibility (World Forum for Ethics in Business, 2015).   VW’s efforts to position itself as a 
sustainable automaker prior to the 2015 emissions scandal are reflected in the automaker’s 
strategy 2018 devised in 2007, aimed at transforming the company into a global economic and 
environmental leader, and a world leader in customer satisfaction and quality by 2018 
(Blackwelder, Coleman, Colunga-Santoyo, Harrison, & Wozniak, 2016).  However, this dream 
was aborted in 2015 following the emissions scandal and replaced by the Together Strategy 2025 
aimed at transforming the automaker into a global leader in manufacturing pure-electric 
automobiles and autonomous driving and battery technology (Welch, 2019).   This move was 
primarily envisaged to take the company beyond the negative impact of the emissions scandal 
and help rebuild the brand’s credibility (ibid).  In achieving the foregoing strategy aspirations, 
the automaker set a target of establishing 16 new electric vehicle plants by 2025 out of which 9 
were targeted for 2020.  

From the practical side, VW became the first car manufacturer to adopt ISO 14001 principles, 
international environmental principles that act as standards for global firms, including the 
adoption of several sustainability goals in 2002 and investing in vehicles that would reduce 
carbon emissions early, including electric and diesel vehicles (Sawayda, Reddick, & Yarbrough, 
2022).  Although the automaker has continued to command global leadership on the economic 
front, given its Fortune 500 ratings as the top 10 largest corporations and largest automaker by 
revenue (Fortune Global 500, 2022), the realisation of the automaker’s aspiration of becoming a 
global environmental leader by 2018 suffered serious setbacks in 2015 following the carbon 
emission scandal, as this seems to suggest that the automaker used the strategy to greenwash 
and disguise its environmental bad practices.   

In 2005 VW decided to stop selling diesel vehicles in the US on account that it would not 
meet the emission limits in America, but it returned to the American market three years later 
with diesel models it presented as eco-friendly (Poier, 2020). However, this was proven 
otherwise, following the emission scandal in 2015. A critical analysis of the automaker’s decision 
in 2005 to stop selling diesel cars, its return in 2009 with the purported clean diesel models, and 
the emission scandal in 2015 following its confession of installing an emission detection defeat 
device in its diesel cars, gives an indication that the automaker might have continued violating 
environmental obligations in other markets where carbon emission detection mechanisms are 
either weak or are not as rigorous as America’s. One would therefore, conclude that even if VW 
had an environmental strategy in place, this was just on paper and was used as a greenwashing 
tool to market itself as an environmentally friendly organisation contrary to its actions. This 
puts to question VW’s sustainability agenda prior to the emissions scandal, and triggers 
questions like, how deep was green exhibited in VW’s sustainability?  Based on the 2015 
emissions scandal, this researcher describes VW’s sustainability strategy as Black Sapote 
Strategy. VW used this strategy for forty years as a greenwashing tool to present an eco-friendly 
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corporate image (Plungis, 2015).  This in some way answers the question of how deep was green 
in VW’s sustainability.  Black Sapote is a fruit native to Mexico, which is green outside and 
brown inside (Pino, Ortiz-Vazquez, Sauri-Duch, & Cuevas-Glory, 2014).  The black sapote fruit 
is characterised by a thin green outermost layer encasing a brown inner thick flesh.   It is from 
this background that this researcher devised the black sapote strategy to describe VW’s 
deceptive actions to portray itself as an environmentally conscious corporate entity (see Figure 
1 below).   Like the Black Sapote fruit, from the outside, VW presented itself as a green company 
when in the actual sense it was brown inside. The green image portrayed by the automaker was 
as deep as the thin green skin of the black sapote fruit, while the hidden brown agenda was as 
deep as the thick and pulpy core of the black sapote fruit to nourish the corporate pecuniary 
interest.  Figure 1 below presents cross-sectional view of the black sapote fruit portraying VW’s 
illusive green agenda.   

 

 
 

Fig. 1 – The Black Sapote Strategy (Note. A Depiction of VW’s Illusive Green Agenda Prior to 
2015 Emissions Scandal. Source: Created by the researcher). 

In 2015 net-zero was originated through the 5th Assessment Report of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and the United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Structured Expert Dialogue which culminated in Article 4 of the 
2015 Paris Agreement to encourage stakeholders around the world to work towards net zero 
emissions and a climate neutral world (Allen et al, 2022).  Net zero was set to be achieved 
through climate neutrality requiring entities to institute measures to balance emissions so they 
are equal to (or less than) the emissions that get removed through the planet’s natural 
absorption.  Conversely, at that time, VW was found to have instituted measures that countered 
the net zero agenda as the defeat device prevented the relevant authorities from detecting 
impermissible levels of carbon emissions from VW’s diesel models.  

From the inside, as revealed by the 2015 emissions scandal, VW invested in and advanced 
the brown agenda to fulfill its financial obligation at the peril of other stakeholders. Carbon 
emissions constitute part of greenhouse gases that are not only harmful to the environment but 
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to humans as well.  Mikhaylov, Moiseev, Aleshin, and Burkhardt, (2020) confirm the harmful 
effect by suggesting that its attribution to global warming, greenhouse gas emissions is viewed 
as the cause of adversities such as infectious and non-infectious diseases, negative effects on 
nutrition, water security, and other social disruptions. This demonstrates the potential negative 
impact of unsustainable corporate practices on social and environmental value.  Elkington 
(2013) calls corporations like VW “corporate locusts” that destroy social and environmental 
value which does not only undermine corporations’ ability to generate future products and 
profits but the future generations’ ability to meet their needs.   

5 Review of VW’s Organisational Value Orientation Prior to the 
Emissions Scandal  
At the centre of the value orientation of an organisation are shareholder and stakeholder 
theories.  The former suggests that the primary purpose of a corporation or business is to 
generate revenue and profits for its owners, in this case, shareholders (Ferrero, Hoffman & 
McNulty, 2014; Cheffins, 2021). Whereas the latter suggests that the purpose of a corporation is 
not serving the interests of the shareholders but serving the interests of all its stakeholders 
(Phillips, Barney, Freeman, & Harrison, 2019).  Against this theoretical background, this section 
reviews the organisational value orientation of VW prior to the emissions scandal.  From the 
strategy 2018, VW positions itself as an organisation that aspired to become a global economic 
and environmental leader, and the best automaker in the world by 2018, implying that besides 
pursuing profits, it also was concerned about the effects of its business operations on the 
environment (Blackwelder, Coleman, Colunga-Santoyo, Harrison, & Wozniak, 2016). However, 
the revelation of malpractices following the 2015 emission scandal and similar cheating 
incidences in preceding years, suggest that VW placed much value on meeting its financial 
obligations, even at the cost the other stakeholders, as demonstrated by its deliberate actions to 
conceal the carbon emissions in its diesel cars.  This value orientation is aligned with the 
shareholder theory which is inclined towards revenue generation and profit maximisation in 
the interest of shareholders (Ferrero, Hoffman & McNulty, 2014). In this respect, as suggested 
by Chuma & Qutieshat (2023), from the shareholder theory perspective, value is measured 
based on the share price, dividends, and economic profit.  

As suggested by Vega (2017) the company culture has been characterised by cheating and 
deceit from top management to subordinates.  Sawayda, Reddick, and Yarbrough (2022) echo 
this shortcoming by suggesting that VW’s organisational culture lacked ethical practices prior 
to the scandal. The 2015 emissions scandal and similar cases committed in the preceding years 
suggest that VW did not walk the environmental and social responsibility talk portrayed in its 
sustainability strategy (Valentini & Kruckeberg, 2018). Furthermore, anchored on the 
foundational ethos of building a people’s car, through its strategy 2018, VW pledged to deliver 
value to its consumers.  However, this social obligation was violated, given that, VW failed to 
provide consumers with accurate information to inform their purchasing decisions (Sawayda, 
Reddick, & Yarbrough, 2022).  On account of this shortcoming, VW customers felt betrayed, 
because they purchased the VW cars believing that they were good for the environment (ibid) 
and delivered quality in line with the promised customer value proposition contained in the 
strategy 2018 (Blackwelder, Coleman, Colunga-Santoyo, Harrison, & Wozniak, 2016).   

VW’s organisation value orientation did not seem to have been in alignment with its 
sustainability aspirations, nor the proclamations of its senior management, especially the 
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suggestion by Martin Winterkorn CEO of Volkswagen between 2007 and 2015 that business 
meant more than just technical aspects like horsepower and torque as the powerful value drivers 
were sustainability, environmental protection and social responsibility (Raj, 2017). The remarks 
made by Martin Winterkorn appeared to have been for public relations, especially after taking 
responsibility for the transgression and stepping down in 2015 (Lang, 2015).  VW seems to have 
used greenwashing to disguise its value for profits to the detriment of all other stakeholders. 
Raj (2017) confirms this assertion by suggesting that VW profited over sustainability because, in 
a bid to overcome competition, the automaker cheated its way to gaining market share for its 
cars manufactured across the world under the guise of sustainability.  

6 Conclusion 
From the literature review, it is evident that VW’s sustainability or green agenda prior to the 
2015 carbon emissions scandal was not as deep as portrayed by the automaker through its 
strategies and policies. As demonstrated in the Black Sapote Strategy analogy devised by the 
author, VW intentionally advanced a brown agenda which it coated with a thin green layer 
characterised by deceptive commitments to the sustainability agenda, including self-
proclamation as a global environmental leader.  These actions by VW violated the principles of 
sustainability given that they were focused on destroying social and environmental value which 
do not only undermine the ability of corporations like VW to generate future products and 
profits but also the future generations’ ability to meet their needs.  From the literature review 
and the analysis thereof, although on the face of it, the automaker seems to have aligned itself 
with the green agenda, at least from its proclamations and commitments to the green agenda, it 
is evident that the value orientation of Volkswagen prior to the 2015 carbon emissions scandal 
was hinged on the shareholder theory, a radical one for that matter, whose interest was to 
generate revenue and profits for its stakeholders at all costs.  The variance between VW’s 
sustainability-aligned value proposition and contra-sustainability actions like the carbon 
emissions scandal does not only demonstrate the propensity of corporate entities to engage in 
greenwashing but also suggests the intricacy of the application of sustainability in the corporate 
world which requires close monitoring as well as devising stringent regulations by responsible 
authorities. Further, the well-calculated inverted sustainability agenda driven by value 
orientation anchored on profit maximisation advanced by VW prior to the revelation of the 
carbon emissions scandal in 2015 gives enough reason for one to suppose that the automaker 
was resolved to pursue the greenwashing path had the cheating scheme not been revealed. In 
the same vein, VW’s unsustainable practices suggest that corporate entities advancing a green 
agenda should not be taken at their word, at least not at face value.  

6.1 – Implication for Future Research and Study Limitation 

The outcome of this study clearly demonstrates that it is one thing to make commitments and 
proclamations but is another thing to fulfil them. It is also clear that they are hidden agendas 
associated with these sustainability commitments and proclamations, mainly a profiteering 
agenda that benefits the business and its owners at the expense of other stakeholders. In this 
respect, future research needs to focus on assessing the extent corporate entities live up to their 
commitments and proclamations, in particular VW, given that post 2015 emissions scandal, in 
an effort to redeem itself, it has devised strategies that are pro-sustainability and the green 
agenda as evidenced by its commitment to creating lasting values, offer good working 
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conditions, and conserve resources and the environment (Volkswagen Group, n.d). This is 
critical in ensuring that corporate entities are held to account. 

This study used literature that was easily accessible and free of cost. In this regard, the 
researcher used Google Scholar, a search engine that permits free and easy access to scholarly 
publications that are available online to identify and access scholarly publications relevant to 
the study topic.  Therefore, the literature used in the study is limited to publications largely 
sourced using the Google Scholar search engine. Further, the fact that the reviewed literature 
was published in English, this by itself presents a limitation, as there is a possibility of 
availability of publications on the subject matter in other languages that could have been 
valuable to study.  
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